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WANTON DESTRUCTION OF
OUR FIRE TEMPLES!
IGNORANCE IS THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL !!
Have some Parsees, really gone over the top, that
they want to knock down the very branch on which
they are sitting? Don't they realise that they and
their ancestors have survived all trials, tribulations
and vicissitudes for more than 1200 years in India,
that they have even flourished and triumphed and
kept their heads bobbing above the waves of the
vast sea of humanity for 12 centuries, only, and
only because of those powerful, highly sensitive
Spiritual Receiving and Transmitting Stations,
called Atash Behrams and Adarans?

Although this is not an exclusive religious journal,
we give below briefly who an Atash Padshah is.

We are reliably informed that some Parsee builders
with roving eyes have trained their sights on the
FSI potential available at some of our Fire Temples!
Fifteen hundred years ago, the fanatic Arabs
wantonly destroyed thousands of Atash
Behrams and Adarans towards the end of the
Sassanian Empire. Fatãh al Fatãh! was the
war-cry. Today, some rapacious Zoroastrian
trustees of our religious institutions and their
counterpart builders are doing with a finesse,
what the Arabs did crudely!

The consecration of an Atash Behram Padshah
(Spiritual Monarch) is an elaborate, complex and
laborious process. It takes almost 3.5 years to
complete the entire procedure of enthroning an
Atash Behram!

Who's At Fault? :
All of us. Behdins and Athornans, for different
reasons: they may want a posh flat to live in; those
who survive in transit camps, may think that they
will have a roof over their heads – their very own
flats. (Poor chaps don't realise that all these new
ownership flats would be out of their reach!) But
the reason of reasons for the Parsees of Mumbai, at
least, being callously indifferent to the goings-on

at different Fire Temples is, IGNORANCE.
Ignorance about who, not what, is an Atash
Padshah! They think of the Atash Padshah only
when they have to ask for favours!

In the Atash Nyaish itself, we call him:
(1) a Mazishta Yazata = the greatest Yazad.
(2) a Spenta Ratheshtar = benevolent Spiritual
Warrior;
(3) Atarsh Puthra Ahurahe Mazdão =
(Consecrated) Fire, the Son of God.

Atash Behrams are living, pulsating Entities,
having an Aura (Khoreh), magnetic circuits
(Kash) and they act as Receiving and Transmitting
Centres. They receive the Divine Blessings of Ahura
Mazda, Ameshaspands and Yazads, which they
pass on to those fortunate devotees, who go to them
observing Zoroastrian disciplines, with offerings of
Sandalwood and prayers.
They transmit the vibrations of the tens of Atash
Nyaishes, that are recited daily by the devotees
before them, as well as their genuine wishes and
supplications, to the Spiritual Realms.
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These Atash Padshahs radiate Divine Energy over
long distance.

all, particularly when FSI hungry hawks want to
exploit every centimetre of the territory!

Hence, you will find that our ancestors, who
enthroned these Holy Fires, went to extremes to
ensure that their piety and sanctity were
established and maintained!

Scriptural Evidence For The Surroundings Of
Fire Temples
Today, when Parsee builders think of nothing, while
constucting sky-scrapers bang next to the Fire
Temples, where, as we have shown above briefly, a
Spiritual Monarch sits on his Throne, it is pertinent
to note that one of the oldest scriptures, the
Vendidad, has very categorical injunctions about
the minimum distance a consecrated Fire should
be kept from different kinds of putridities.

Mumbai Atash Behrams
In Mumbai, for example, where there are four
Atash Behrams, two
Kadmi and two
Shehanshai, in three of them, considerable care
has been taken to see that the building
housing the sacred Fire is at a distance from
the road and from the general traffic of
humans! Thus, except for the Anjuman Atash
Behram, the three remaining Fire Temples
have big compounds, so that the Atash
Padshah is segregated from the outside world!
Yet, today, in this topsy-turveyed world, there are
specimens who cite the example only of Anjuman
Atash Behram, which stands plumb on the road,
surrounded by different buildings. This Atash
Behram was built in 1897, from funds raised by
the Parsee Anjuman. However, its history is steeped
in controversy. The original plan was to build just
a Dar-e-Meher, where priests of the Bhagariya
sect could practise. It so happened that large
surplus funds remained. So, it was decided to
construct an Atash Behram, at the spot, just a
short distance away from the Wadiaji Fire Temple.
Our purpose in mentioning this is that the
Anjuman Atash Behram cannot be taken into
reckoning at all, as it is a lone exception where
strict rules of tariqat could not be enforced!
What Constitutes an Adaran/Atash Behram?
Many Parsees are blissfully oblivious of the exact
nomenclature of an Adaran/Atash Behram:
whether the name is given only to the sanctum
sanctorum (the koh or the Gumbaz) or whether
the whole building is an Adaran or an Atash
Behram. Until recently, everyone just took for
granted the whole building as such. But then, some
Parsee legal eagles tried to pull a fast one by
asserting that only the Gumbaz area can be called
an Adaran or an Atash Behram. So, let the late
scholar priest Ervad Dr. Jivanji J. Modi enlighten
us : "The building is spoken of generally as the
Ãtash Behram or the Ãtash Ãdaran, accordingly
as it contains the fire of the first or the second
grade." That should settle the matter once and for

For example, according to Vendidad, Chap. 16,
para. 4, Fire should be at least at a distance of 15
paces from a menstrual woman. [A "pace" is about
3.5 feet, which means in this case, at least 52 feet
away!] So also, according to Chap.5.48 of the
Vendidad, a parturating woman, (one who has
given birth to a baby) should be at least at a distance
of 30 paces, that is, about 105 feet. Similarly, a
corpse has to be kept a distance of 30 paces,
according to Vendidad 7.8.
Here, many readers may question if there aren't
houses today near Fire Temples, whose residents –
Parsees or non–Parsees – do not flout the
injunctions of the Vendidad. Yes, there are! But
what we want to emphasise is that, if a wily
Vakeel can adduce evidence of some Agiaries
lying cheek by jowl with residential/
commercial buildings, because of exigencies
that may have arisen in the past, it does not
give a licence to any new builder of residential
premises bang next to a Fire Temple! Here,
the trustees of the Fire Temple, whose
bounden duty is to maintain and preserve the
sanctity of the consecrated Holy Fire, would
be culpable of committing a breach of trust
by joining hands with the builder!! We repeat
that trustees of Agiaries and Atash Behrams
have nothing at all to do with any construction
business. If they cannot fulfill the objects of
the trust deed, they should quit forthwith!
The "Inside Story" of the demolition of
Dadyseth House
"The Parsee Voice" has learnt that both the Mistry
father-and-son duo, Pallonji and Shapoor, had
expressed a very altruistic desire of constructing
flats for Parsees. When a trustee of the Dadyseth
Charity Trust heard this, he persuaded them to
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consider demolition of "Dadyseth House", across the
Dadyseth Atash Behram, and build a big structure
for Parsees. Why did he do that? Because of the
tremendous FSI potential!!
When, as mentioned in our last issue, Mr. Viraf
Chiniwala and your Editor met Pallonji and
Shapoor in July 2002, to dissuade them from this
venture, Pallonji told us: "Arre bawa, amonay
Parsee-o-mãtey gher bãndhwa deoni!".
Mr. Chiniwala requested them to build as many
houses for the Parsees, as they wished, on other
plots of land onwed by the Parsees, but not to vitiate
the sanctity of the Dadyseth Atash Behram.
Strangely, a "Times of India" report (1st May, 2004),
now quotes a trustee, Mr. Ratan Lalkaka, as saying,
"The Shapoorji Pallonji family wants to construct
the new building free of cost for poor Parsi families.
All the money accruing from the sale of some of the
flats as well as the transfer of development rights

(TDR) will be put back into the temple's fund".
Haven't we heard this before? This is another
gimmick employed by the trustees of fire temples,
to win over the sympathies of those Parsees, who
want a roof over their heads, or to impress some
judicial authority that, after all, funds are being
generated for the fire temple itself! Let such trustees
not delude themselves into believing that the
majority in the community are taken in by such
ploys!
We once again appeal both to the trustees of
the Dadyseth Charity Trust and to Seth
Pallonji and Shapoor not to undertake this
sacrilegious venture. Instead, they can build
as many buildings as they want elsewhere for
the benefit of the community.

Stop This Vandalism!
Sir,
This refers to your article "Serious Crisis brewing
at Dadyseth Atash Behram." You state therein that
along with several small and some quite substantial
structures in the Atash Behram premises – the 2
storeyed Dadyseth House is also slated to be
demolished to make way for a 7-8 storey residential
building accommodating 70 flats. Doubtless, the
sanctity of the Atash Behram will be vitiated, not
only after the monstrous structure nearly abutting
it, will come up, but even in the process of
constructing the same!
Most people including Zoroastrians themselves are
unaware of the fact that the holy fire that burns in
our Atash Behrams is not just a consecrated fire
that sparkles in the censer but a living, throbbing
entity – the Sarposh of the censer represents the
head the pedestal, the feet, with the chhatra as
the crown of the Padshah. The external wall
beyond the structure is also very much an integral
part of the Holy Atash Behram.
While you rightly stress the sacred character
of the Atash Behram, it may interest you to
know that even architecturally, the Dadyseth
Atash Behram is interesting. Not only is it the

first Atash Behram to be built in Mumbai way
back in 1783, but is perhaps one the first if
not the first structure (secular or otherwise)
which has moulded cast-iron columns on its
three-sided verandah, structurally supporting
part of its hipped roof. Incidentally, the date and
place of manufacture of these cast-iron columns is
inscribed thereon.
On the whole, this Atash Behram structure can
be pronounced to be simple – almost severe, were
we to compare it with those built prior to it in
Navsari and Surat, which are imposing and
striking. But, what it lacks aesthetically is made
good partly by the pattern of its pitched roof and of
course by the charming portico through which we
enter the Atash Behram proper.
The front facade of the portico has three arches and
the long passage behind it leading to the Atash
Behram has a timber pitched roof. The portico and
the passage are an eyeful and both are to be axed to
make way for the Goliath that will overshadow the
holy Atash Behram, which to this day is visited
by Parsee Zoroastrians who seek restoration of their
health.
Finally, as we say, in our Zoroastrian Deen, we pray
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not only for ourselves but for the good of all around.
Prophet Zarathushtra – the eco-friendly prophet –
wanted Zoroastrians to work for and maintain a
clean and wholesome environment. Chirabazar, in
the midst of which the Dadyseth Atash Behram is
located, is already crowded and congested. The

Atash Behram area with its low-rise
structures acts as a lung for this entire area –
a soothing, healing balm. Let us not vandalise
and destroy it.
Aban Sethna

A Public Meeting of the Parsee Community has been called on Friday, 4th June, 2004, to
protest against the demolition of Dadyseth House and to preserve the sanctity of the
Atash Behram. Await further details in our forthcoming issues.

ApS>_p¨ `pfkuAp° [ø[_iu_ \e°gp Ap[i `p]$iplp°_°
kpdpfie A¡_uS> kdS>° R>°!
l$pg_u `p]$iplp°_p¨ `rh[∞ dL$p_p°_u kdıep ApS> L$pfZ\u Ecu \pe R>°!
Ap[i bl°fpdp° A_° Ap]$fp_p°_p¨ dL$p_p°dp¨ bm[p Ap[ip°,
S>°Ap°_° `p]$iplp°_u D`dp ep°¡e fu[°S> Ap`°gu R>°, [°_° ApS>_p
L°$V$gpL$ `pfkuAp°, S>°dp¨ Ap dL$p_p°_p¨ dy[hâuAp°/V≤$ıV$uAp° Aphu
≈e, [°Ap° aL$[ ]°$Mu[p, gpL$X$p¨ bm[p° AîuS> kdS>° R>°.
`f¨[y, Ap ]°$Mu[p Aîu_u A¨]$f [p° Ap[i_y¨ Q•[fie `X°$gy¨ R>°, L°$
S>° Q•[fie_u A¨]$f, ƒepf° ]y$r_ep_p¨ Ap[ip°_° `ph (Qp°øMp) L$fu,
[°_u D`f eTÌ_°-h¨]$u]$p]$ S>°hu AdyL$ k¨øepdp¨, `phdl°g_u
qæ$epAp° L$fu, CS>hpdp¨ Aph° R>°, –epf° [° Ap[i_p° Ly$]$f[_u dlp_
Ap[i_u Nr[Ap° kp\° k¨b¨^ Ecp° \pe R>°, A_° Aphu fu[° Ap
]°$Mu[p ]y$r_ehu Ap[i_y¨ Np°ep L$urdey¨ \pe R>°!
dpV°$S> Ap[i r_epA°idp¨, Ap`Z° `Y$e° R>uA° L°$ Ap _|fu L°$bgp°
A°L$ ""drTÌ[ eT['' (kh£\u dp°V$p eT]$) R>°. [°Ap° A°L$ Í$lp_u
gX$he• p (f\°i[pf) R>°. A°Ap° r_f¨[f Ap ]$yr_ep_u b]$u A_°
b|fpC kpd° gX$u fl° R>°, L°$ S>° dpV°$ A°Ap° `p°[p_u L°$V$guL$ Í$lp_u
isº[_p° cp°N Ap`° R>°. dpV°$ ]$f°L$ kpQp cº[_u afS> R>° L°$ Ap[i
`p]$iplp°_u rlapT[ L$fhu, [°Ap°_° ep°¡e fu[° ≈mhhp A_°
kpQhhp!
[°_° b]$g° ApS>° [p° Ap `p]$iplp°_p¨ dy[hâuAp° `p°[°S> `p]$iplp°
D`f dS>by[ ‚l$pfp° L$fu [°Ap°_° `p¨Nmp b_phu ]°$ R>°!!
]$p]ui°W$ Ap[ibl°fpd_p¨ V≤$ıV$uAp° iy¨ L$fhp b°W$p R>°?
lpgdp¨ iÍ$ \e°gu ]$p]$ui°W$dp¨ `pL$ Ap[ibl°fpd_uS> QQpÆ gp°!

[°d_u kpd°_y¨ ""]$p]$ui°W$ lpDk'' [p°X$u `pX$u, Ap V≤$ıV$uAp°,
ip`yf∆ `pg_∆_u ≈Zu[u `°Y$u `pk° 7 dpm_u dp°V$u Bdpf[
bp¨^hp ‚°fpep R>°! L$p¨e? A° L$l° L°$ `pfkuAp°, A_° V≤$ıV$u f[_
gpgL$pL$p ‚dpZ° [p° ""Nfub `pfkuAp°'' _° dpV°$ „g°V$p° Ecp
L$fhp_p R>°!!
kp• ‚\d khpg [p° A°S> DW°$ R>°, L°$ Óu gpgL$pL$p S>°hp ]$p]$ui°W$
Ap[ibl°fpd/ArNApfu_p¨ V≤$ıV$u, dL$p_ bp¨^hpdp¨ L$¨C fu[°
D–kpl$ g°hp gp¡ep? iy¨ ""]$p]$ui°W$ lpDk'' `Xy$`Xy$, S>S>Æfu[
lpg[dp¨ R>°? S>fpA° _ql¨! [p° L$l° L°$, Ap _hp¨ dL$p__p¨ \p°X$pL$
ag°V$p° S>° h°Qpi°, [°dp¨\u ]$p]$ui°W$ Ap[ibl°fpdS> _tl, `Z
bu≈¨ Ap[ibl°fpdp°_p¨ `Z _ucph a¨X$ dpV°$ c¨X$p°m A°L$\y¨ \i°!
L$l°[pbu$... `Z S>hp ]$p°!!
Óudp_ gpgL$pL$p! dp°O cp¨∆_° rNâu ip dpV°$ Ecu L$fp° R>p°?
`pfkuAp° A°V$gp b°hLy$a R>° L°$ Aphu hprlep[ hp[p°\u ‚°fpC
S>i°? [dp° A_° [dpfp Np°W$Èp V≤$ıV$uAp°A° L$p°C `Z q]$hk
`pfku L$p°d_° S>Zphhp_u [L$gua gu^u R>° L°$ `p]$ipl_° dpV°$
c¨X$p°m Ecy¨ L$fhy¨ R>°? [p° Ap `fp°`L$pfuL$ L$p°d ApS>°bu
D`fhpmp_u S>°d R>‡`f apX$u_°, \p°X$pL$ hM[dp¨S> dp°Vy¨$ a¨X$
Ecy¨ L$fu Ap`[°! Af°, i°W$p° `pg_∆ A_° ip`yf `Z A°L$S>
Bipfp\u gpMp° Í$r`ep L$pY$u Ap`[°! `f¨[y, AdyL$ ÏeqL$[Ap°_u
]$ep_[S> b|fu, lp°e [p°?
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